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Thwev::: for the Honor review. All i know is what heard from JR, that there is 
thing in in it on the 	and dirty doing I should read. I think he said some of t is was 
in Esquire, too. I'll read. it later. 

Unfortunately, I khow Turner's "work" well enough to be willing to believe SLZ 
counsel gave such advice and that it was justified. I knoe it can be a copout, but I also 
know Bill and I would take a word he says without independent e 	g pendent chckin. in fact, the first 
thing I'd wonder is where he stole it. 

Sprague is in the death and taxes class. There is a dubbyk in him that keeps him  
free being right when that is easier. Most of tee suppreseed stuff he wrote about isn't. 

The quote from Scott is intereeting, but unless I'Ve forgotten most of the detail, 
is is more like depsite the tip—level kmik ilonolulu meeting. I have given most o2 those 
files to a young fellow who will use them well. I'll lend him this and see what he says. 

There is little prospect on 21 now and none with the guy who had such lofty, 
unselfish purposes, about which I'd rather say nothing. I've about worked my way out of 
that disapoiatment, but the waste of time was great. So, I'm continuing doing what I 
started with it. I'll be posting the corrections in the event I as visited by an angel. 
Few find their ways here, ane none of them are ever rich! Pact is I don't think that a 
rich person has everedone anything to help me, except ,onG guy I suspect is loaded who 
supplied =0 with minor quantities of paper, freer nothing to what he got from me. And 
with this iaet euy, we even .got stuck for his good when we are broke. 

Jerry is quite taken by Talcse's book on the 2iines. I did an interview wit; im that 
got him (free ) on 350 radio stations, when that Carae out. he was sup osed to send ee one, but ee d4 dn't. 

Thanks and best, 



ALLIED STORES CORPORATION 
401 FIFTH AVENUE 
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